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Finite-element simulation of a new two-dissipative 

mechanisms model for bulk medium-density 

polyethylene 

J. KICHENIN, K. DANG VAN 
Laboratoire de Mecanique des So/ides, URA 317 CNRS, Ecole Polytechnique, Pa/aiseau 
91128 Cedex, France 

K.BOYTARD 
Gaz de France, DETN, 361, avenue du President Wilson, BP33, La Plaine Saint-Denis 93211, 
France 

A two-dissipative mechanisms model, associating a Max.well and an elastoplastic model in 
parallel, is discussed in order to account for the non-linear viscoelasticity of bulk 
medium-density polyethylene. On the one hand, the experimental determination of the 
constitutive equations coefficients is described from a tensile specimen machined from gas 
pipes. On the other hand, finite-element simulation of the stress relaxation experiment, 
proposed by Sweeney and Ward, is achieved, which yields a complete analysis of the 
dissipative mechanisms interaction during the test. The finite-element code built upon this 
modelling is finally used in a tentative simulation of a cyclic pressure test on a pcpe 
specimen. 

1. Introduction
Plredid.ing ilie answer to �we loads appllied to
polyefuylme stlrlmd:ures presents a critical m1!:eres1t m
a wiide field of applications:, indmllmg gas or wau
pipes desiigo.. The key problems an;, 001 the one band,
to descn'be sat:iisfi"actoril'y tile oomti1ttmtiwe eql!llation:s; of 
the :matmall, wbiclm impllies 1ta.kiiimg acool!lllllt of s1tlre$$ 
re:laxatiol!ll, geometrical! recovecy and �-mk:
effects, and Ol!ll the oilier hm.d, tto mroly mmli s1tlrlmdtltilre£,
and not only OOle-dimemiioWill fi:mill.e � 
which �the awaiilabiillity of tllmJ!Ilel1icallttoob:;, Sllldht 
a:s; filrnite-demmt codes;. pmwidmg an e:a:s;y � 1to tdble
predlictiom off fue OOillsJ!itutiwe equ:llltiolillS.. 

11:ne pm:po:sc of tills wod was 1to mtrodm.:e an allter
natiwe t:wo-mecbamriirm:s; mOOld tto tll:ne dlalss;iicall a}JJjl)lfo
ache:s; based on wisadats1!icity, mdn u tlm1t ofSweelmey 
and Wilmi [1], in mder to gi'We am m�OI!ll of 
the cydic be:hawiom of po1'ye;tthylie!me samrples, and to 
deriwe a oompu1tatioWill mdlmoo fo:r poEyetlnyllme 
s.t:mctures.. Pmfeslroilr Ward and oolil.labornton pm m
evidence· ilia1t a model hu.ed 001 at paiiJr off tt:Jl:netr:Jm1laJ.r
activated Maxwelill mooells ('Fiig.l) aCCillrnt:elly .repres
ents aeep> and �retiau1tii001 plilteJmOI!IDlellllal fo1r higlm
moolllllm; polydlmylme fibres. Moreova, � cmd 
waro Ell delroom1!mted trre mperiority oli � aJW�roam 
to that of Ldebwe and Escmig [2], b:m:d 001m lllllmiiql!l'e
theima!llli.y actiwated Maxwelll mOOd, wll:nel!ll <mall.f$iiinng 
the re:s;pome of miimted polyetllnylme fibJreS mbmiit:ttOO 
to at seqoonc:e of loadilrug m two pmtimllalr �

(ij 'I'be step � rellnaJtiOI!ll �t (Vt:g. 2)t 
a temiil!e: 'speciimm is rnpidlly Iooded tto a �
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o:<i» + AG, wlhlere AG<<G<i»• cmd tdble $1trniin. thm :iis; l!reld
oomtmt wbiille: � s1tlre$$ I$ a!llllo\Wi'ed tto decay 1to the
Wrul!l'e Gw. att WIDch pcin1t 1i:ll:ne &pOOinm:Jm :iis; rat]1l!iidll:w re
lomftl 1to 1i:ll:ne � Gw +. AG. and �· aJ:liowed to
relu, aJililld w <00.. 1'1hle dlua.r 1i:ii:tmJKe li:lxellweeJ!li the illi amd
tii + l)h �mdiil!llg sk:]ll :iis; \Wllriittttm. u !ltt£·· 'fllte above
a nUlloR �1tailllly mttedt 1ti!Da1L 1d1re :requel!llre of At;
in� btmtt � iilleq� off mttiim !ittv-u!Airii t:e:m.ds to
one. 

fmtl "fhe s1lep � cmd remJwecy expaiimlmt 
(F":ug. 3}'.: tll:ne tJ."Wiiou$lly � tes;tt is mt!urup:ted 
aJililld folillowed lbly a�·� (i))f 1!llre i:mpo:sccll s;trnin 
lll!llttil s,iJ.resiH; Iewd! orll is;� St:ress; ra:ovceey is; then 
o� 1ll!llll1tiili trll:ne � crli + &«»·1 i� at1l� where
a new��� 1tlloo:: stir€:ss tto tmke api.n 
thew� Gb amd aum� �WUJ I$ aillliowecll,. aJnd so
on...An��«lf��mtfedfue:two 
antlooutro more�� �g sequrences 
Mr aumd �*rJ/M;; tlln:mJm m tlme s;1lep s1'Jress; �ion 
expeJriinlrneJm1t. The L� aJ1IlXdi Esc:ailig: tJir0011)f was in
C(iJ)miiskmJ.1t wiittJin tha!Jr Wei!JI pxrniintr..

We� a Ilill<OX!lld �ting a simple Mnwell
modidl :md :m; � mOO'di witffn lrilirernatic 
� (F':ug. 41-}l. 'Illlre iilm11m!lxd!ntdion of aum dcut:opJ!as
tiic � wllciidll iis; � by a �(!)'I'd, is 
neceslS:<llnry to a«m>1ll!lllJ.1t [oJr the exi£tence: of res-iidual
s� "Wlllriidht aJm re �ed in poTy,e:tlffiy1me gas
pi�fiOOf�waee:llalsitoplastic:effertsil!lle:Xistent, 
tl!Jae; � silillom:lkdt C'Ol!llllpletely de�y after some 
tiiliitfi!. 'Ihm� 1!:I!Ee �as' compared with the theory 
oi Sw�}V aoo Wm lies first in substituting an 
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Figure 1 The tw<a-pwoess Sweeney and W-ard modeL 

Tiime 

Time 
Figure 2 The step ·sllress .relax:ation eXJPerillment 

T:ime 
Figure 3 T:he stress relaxation :am:d iflflcovery,experiment 

elastoplastic mechanism cto a Maxwell one, and sec
ond in di'sregarrlimlg !thermal :acltiwation processes for 
the sake of :Sim;pJioity. Our tmeo:ry is inspired from the 
study of hulk meili'lllllil'l-rlem:tsity !p0lyethylene samples 
obtained Imm ex�tmded ;gas :pipes. We intended to 
show that, on the �ne kar;rd, it is consistent with

E, cr 

Figure 4 Coefficients of the proposed model. 

Sweeney and Ward's conclusions concerning the step 
stress relaxation experiment, and the stress relaxation 
and recovery one, and on the other hand, that it 
enables discussion of a step pressure experiment real
ized on tube segments, for which a finite-element simu
lation was achieved. But first, we will detail some 
properties of the model and specify a route to identify 
experimentally the coefficients thus introduced. 

2. Model analysis
It is necessary to describe an experimental procedure 
which enables a unique determination of coefficients 
in order to assert that the model is a reliable and useful 
tool for engineers. Coefficients of a constitutive equa
tion provide indeed basic data to compare properties 
of materials, so testing organization is important. 

Our models introduces five coefficients: modulus, 
Ev, and viscosity; YJ, for the Maxwell mechanism,
modulus, EP, threshold, cr�, and a coefficient for kine
matic hardening, a, for the elastoplastic mechanism. 
We realized a series of traction-relaxation-geometri
cal recovery tests detailed below, in order to evaluate 
these parameters. We used a classical tensile specimen 
(Fig. 5) machined from a gas pipe wall, its main axis 
corresponding to the extrusion direction. Experi
mental apparatus consisted· in an Instron press with 
a 500 kg load cell, an RDP transducer with range 
· ± 5 mm, and an automatic data acquisition software
agnes achieved in the LMS and running on a PC. The
traction.c:_relaxation-geometrical recovery test simul
taneously takes into account strain versus time an<;! 
stress versus time evolutions (Figs 6 and 7), and con
sists of three steps: 

(i) choose a strain rate, £imp, and a strain level, 
Eimp, and realize a traction until the selected strain 
value is reached; crmax denotes the maximum value of 
stress recorded; 

(ii) hold the strain and allow the stress to relax 
during a period Mreb at the end of which further 
evolution of the stress may be estimated to be negli
gible. Note the ultimate value cr1im;

(iii) dismount the specimen from the press without 
removing the displacement captor (some reduction 
of the imposed strain may help) and observe the 
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PE tube 

Oz -------------------------- --- � 

Figure 5 The tensile specimen and finite-element mesh. 
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Figure 6 Stress versus time curve during the three-step experiment 
for different values of timp· 
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Figure 7 Strain versus time curve during the three-step experiment 
for different values of t,mp· 

geometrical recovery during a period Atrec· So the 
specimen size reduces quickly first, then slowly, and 
stabilizes when Atrec is large enough, showing evidence 
of some unrecoverable elongation at room temper
ature, corresponding to a residual strain, Sres·

Thus described, the test associates Glim and sres to 
simp· One remarkable point is that the use of an initial 
strain rate ten times greater or lower than Eimp scarcely 
modifies those values but, of course, affects the 
maximal stress recorded, Gmax., at the end of the tensile 
step. We found it convenient,. for our material, to 
conduct the experiment with the values At,e1 = 24 h, 
Atrec = 24 h and £imp = 0.250 X 10-2 s- 1, while we
also tried 0.025 x 10-2 s- 1 without noticeable change.
Fig. 8 shows the stress· versus time. relaxation step for 
both strain rates when simp = 15%, and Fig. 9 the
following geometrical recovery step. As an example of 
the series of measures to be followed in order to 
identify the coefficients, Fig. 10 shows the stress versus 
time evolution for various values of simp yielding vari
ous values of o-1im' and Fig. 11 is the recovery step with 
values of Sres as an issue. Those data enable the draw
ing of o-1im versus simp curve and Sres versus simp curves, 
as in Figs 12 and 13, on the basis of which the deter
mination of the coefficients is done. 

To retain information from those drawings, one 
must keep in mind that a parallel association of two 
mechanisms simply sums their individual properties. 
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Figure 8 Measured stress relaxation over 3 h. 
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Figure 9 Measured geometrical recovery over 24 h.
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Figure I 0 Stress relaxation oocuring over more than 1 h fori;. = 

0.250x 10-2 s-1 and (1) :s. = 0.08, (2' E. = 0.115, (3) E. �0.15. , UJl}ll •'J i1m;p .Imp 

-
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Figwre 11 'Strain r.ecowery over 24 h fur ((1) :&"""" = '0.15, (2? &,;,"' = 

0.115, (3) E;mp = 0.08 and (4) Eimp = (@.@5. 
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Figurce 12 crlim versus Eimp curve; (e) �illlllldi(d"'.) � 
ea! data. 

If the constitutive :equation for it1hre Maxwell mmiel lis 

O"v = 11E" 
{1) 

and for the elastoplastic mechialmiism with liiDmea:r kin
ematic .hardening (Fig. 14) 

Epr. if «lYll' < «1;
Ep{f.c + g\(IE -JE;c�)

f2) 

0.06 

0.04 

0.02 

0.00 �r---l'f--.L.....--'---.J._ _ _,__ _ _,__ _ _,_____J 
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 

Figure 13 s,.,. versus E"""' curve; (e) experimental and (D.) analyti
ca'l data. 
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Fiigure 14 Stress wersns main Qlfl'e for the e:la:sropla:slic mecha
nism. 

the constitutive equation for our model reads 

(3) 

Assuming that ilie mechanisms are independent (this 
point will be di�<ssed later), the relaxation :step and 
the geometrical reoowery step isolate the dastoplastic 
m:ec� p:art of the behaviour. after relaxation, this 
very mechanism withstands the overall stress, and 
:after goomeo:ical reoovery, the eventual residual :strain 
is oonnecred to :some movem.rent of the :slide. So we
!OnlJ need to tcy to identify ilhe <f1iim versm �11' curve as 
a c�l :St;ress---strai:m 'curve for a tensile :specimen, 
and consider it as i!he effect of an eiastop1astic con:sti
tutiv:e equation in the case of kinematic hardening.
The detenniination of EP and cr� is then quire m:ual 
from tbe mitiial slope and the slope change. The coef
ficient «Jt is dedlured from fue tSeoond :slope by

gEIP «11 = --1-g
(4) 

The� Vei1SllltS � �CI!1fiVe must pmwe to be .consistent
\Witt:h 1tb.e prewmm one: IOOmlider a pofum with ooo.rdinat:es
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(Eimp' crlim) and imagine an elastic unloading, i.e. draw 
a segment with slope EP from this point to the strain 
axis. The point reached indicates the value Eres that 
should be read on the (Eimp' Eres) diagram (Fig. 14). 

The determination of Ev and 11 is easier now that the 
other coefficients are known. The choice of a simple 
Maxwell model without any thermal activation nat
urally leads us to evaluate a relaxation time, 1: 

1 
(5) 

which is a rough approximation of the physical reality; 
we are aware of this. We deduce that the concept of 
a time-relaxation spectrum captures more precisely 
the complexity of polymer behaviour in this field, see, 
for example, Hadley and Ward [3]. However, this 
assumption retains enough simplicity within our 
model, to complete the investigation of its properties, 
and enable numerical siinulations, which was our in
itial goal. So let us consider one of the relaxation 
curves and treat it like an exponential stress decay. ( t- trel)

cr = exp - --
1:
- ( O"max - O"Jim) + O"Jim

which yields 1: when

O"max- O"Jim 
cr = + O"Jim e 

(6) 

Our experimental procedure withdraws much infor
mation from the fully relaxed state, which in counter
part does not enable an easy determination of Ev 
straight from the measurements. We have to find Ev 
before an evaluation of its value from the recorded 
data, and then refine it with the help of a numerical 
software. 

The previous evaluation is done on the basis of 
a test for which we suppose cr1im = cr� and then estimate

(7) 

which yields an approximation of Ev. If numerical 
simulations of the tensile step of the test are achieved, 
and Ev is allowed to vary slightly, it is possible to fit 
the data satisfactorily and to select the desired value. 
This was achieved with our finite-element code, but 
any software taking into account Equations 1 and 
2 could help in this task. 

Finally, the values of the obtained parameters 
corresponding to our medium-density extruded 
polyethylene are EP = 175.0 MPa, cr� = 4.375 MPa,
a = 245.6 MPa, Ev = 65.0 MPa, 11 = 280.0 GPas.

One can now observe that our theory quantifies 
both plastic and viscous phenomena, very well known 
in the study of polymers. The elastoplastic model 
appears particularly well adapted to give an account 
of the memory effects of the material. We would like to 
point out that it is difficult to identify the parameters 
of our model just from a tensile test, or a creep test. 
The modelling just attempts to use the total diversity 
of experimental resources to capture the non-linear 
properties of the material. 

To illustrate this, let us briefly discuss the coupling of 
the elastoplastic and the viscous mechanisms. It is 

experimentally evinced by modifying the second step 
of our procedure and by setting Atrei to zero. So 
when the geometrical recovery phase immediately 
follows the traction, a reduction of the Eres 
values recorded is stated. To explain this, one may 
imagine that the chain reorganization occurring dur
ing relaxation influences further geometrical evolution 
of the specimen, which reveals some aspects of the 
versatile memory effects of the material [ 4]. Therefore, 
it is unnecessary to describe the stated coupling with 
an explicit relationship between internal parameters: 
when writing the generalization of Equations 1 and 
2 in order to build a finite-element algorithm, this 
coupling becomes implicit from the equations of 
statics. We expand the details in another paper. 

3. Analytical validation 
Analytical expressions simulating the three-step ex
periment discussed in the previous section, can easily 
be derived from Equations 1 and 2. Let us suppose 
that Eimp and Eimp are known; then 

(i) the traction step: for the Maxwell mechanism 

(8) 

and for the elastoplastic mechanism, assuming 
crP � cr� 

a EP c crP = --E- EpEimp + --E-
crP (9) 

a+ P a+ P 

thus, with these values, O"max = crv + crP;
(ii) relaxation step: the Maxwell mechanism de

creases to zero, following . [ ( Ev Eimp) J ( Evt)
O"v = TlEimp exp 

TlEimp 
- 1 exp - � (10)

and the elastoplastic mechanism is steady, yielding crum 

a EP c --E-
EpEimp + --E-

crP (11) 
a + P a+ P 

(iii) recovery step: we must observe that during this 
step the overall stress is zero 

(12) 

At the end of this step, crv = 0.
The elastoplastic mechanism unloads elastically 

with a slope EP, thus residual strain is identified as 

EpEimp- cr� 
Eres = 

a + Ep

( 13) 

(14) 

Analytical values of O"max. crlim• Eres are estimated from 
the data given in Section 2, and are reported in Figs 12 
and 13, where they compare satisfactorily with experi
mental data. 

These expressions have been used to check the accu
racy of the numerical results obtained by a prototype 
two-dimensional finite-element code. Our purpose is 
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to validate definitely the code and then compute struc
tures such as polyethylene gas pipes. 

4. Step stress relaxation simulation
In order to illustrate the interest of the modelling and 
the numerical tool, which allows an easy investigation 
of the evolution of a phenomenon through variations 
of the coefficients, we first treat a one-dimensional 
case: the step stress relaxation experiment. We thus 
simulate loading upon an axisymmetric 6 X 10-2 m
long rod and 0.5 x w-z m in radius, and only need to
mesh a rectangle of these dimensions, representing 
a meridian section, with 120 linear rectangular ele
ments (Fig. 5). Instructions given to perform the com
putation are quite close to the experimental practice: 
the operator specifies cr, Licr, simp and leaves the rest to 
the computer. 

We investigate here one conclusion drawn by 
Sweeney and Ward [1] from the experimental study of 
step stress relaxation of high-modulus oriented fibres. 
It is concerned with the role of each mechanism during 
the test: it is hinted here that, at the beginning, the 
viscous mechanism part is predominant in the overall 
stress; then the successive relaxation steps cause this 
part to decay, while the elastoplastic mechanism com
ponent in the real stress smoothly increases. There is 
a process of transfer of stress between the mechanisms. 

This leads to the simulation for two sets of coeffi
cients. 

(i) The first one corresponds to a material asso
ciated with the data: EP = 130.0 MPa, cr� = 
7.05 MPa, rx = 1.06 MPa, Ev = 65.0 MPa, 11 = 
280.0 GPas. 

We then chose cr0 = 9.0 MPa and Licr = 1.0 MPa, 
and £imp = 0.83 x 10-2 s- 1• In Fig. 15 we state how
the plastic mechanism will step-by-step hold the im
posed value of cr0 while the viscous mechanism shows 
a decreasing evolution. Nevertheless, the viscous 
mechanism exhibits a lower contribution to the global 
stress than the elastoplastic one, even from the begin-

15 --.-----------------, 

10 

-ro a.. 
e 
"' "' Q).... .... en 

5 

1000 5000 

Time (s) 

Figure 15 First set of coefficients: computed breakdown of the 
stress in the step relaxation experiment: (1) overall stress crzz' 
(2) elastoplastic mechanism part, crpzz' (3) viscous part crvzz· 

ning of the experiment, which marks a difference with 
the analysis reported below. In our modelling, the 
values of the coefficients definitely influence the ratio 
of the contribution of each mechanism in the apparent 
stress, which will be confirmed by the next exaniple. It 
may be noticed that the ratio Ev/EP is here close to 0.5. 
Fig. 16 shows the calculated increase of the· strain; 
we unfortunately cannot produce any comparative 
measurements, because controlling the evolution of 
the stress between cr0 and Licr indeed requires a sophis
ticated electronic apparatus. We should remark that 
a real specimen cannot withstand a level of strain 
greater than 0.30 without the occurrence of necking 
- this event is not predicted by the code - and there is 
a limit to the accuracy of the simulation. However, the 
number of oscillations found appears satisfactory 
compared with what can be evaluated from rough 
experiments. Fig. 17 provides evidence for the three
dimensional properties of the modelling: the radial 
components of the stresses associated with each 

20 

N 
b 

c: 
'f§ .... en 

10 

1000 5000 

Time (s) 

Figure 16 First set of coefficients: strain evolution. 

0 5 

Time (103s) 

Figure 17 First set of coefficients: radial components, (1) elasto
plastic mechanism part cr prr and (2) viscous part cr vrr. 
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mechanism, O"prr and O"vm take opposite values, dem
onstrating that the numerical computation introduces 
non-trivial effects in the plane perpendicular to the 
tensile axis. 

(ii) The second set of coefficients that we tried was 
partly inspired from Sweeney and Ward's Table I [1], 
that is, we aimed to simulate some material with 
properties close to high-modulus oriented polyethy
lene, although we did not test such a specimen. We 
thus adopted Ev = 28.0 GPa and EP = 2.5 GPa and
more arbitrarily fixed Tc = 150.7 MPa, r:t = 1.0 MPa, 
11 = 140.0 GPas. Strain rate is the same as in the first 
case. We also chose cr0 = 170.0 MPa and Licr = 
30.0 MPa. Results in Fig. 18 are consistent with the 
previously reported analysis, i.e. the plastic mecha
nism plays the part of a slow decay-rate mechanism, 
and initially bears lower stress level, while at the end it 
takes the whole overall value. The ratio Ev/EP is here
11.2, and our model conforms'tothe scheme drawn by 
Sweeney and Ward, on a qualitative point of view. 
Quantitatively, it may seem odd that the simulation 

200 

eo a. 
s 
"' "' � ... m 

100 

0 100 200 

Time (s) 

Figure 18 Second set of coefficients: computed breakdown of stress 
in the step relaxation experiment: (1) over-all stress crzz' (2) elasto
plastic mechanism part crpzz' (3) viscous part crvzz· 

�b 

c: 
ro .... ... m 

100 

Time ( s) 

Figure 19 Second set of coefficients: strain evolution. 

200 

terminates in a corresponding time of 200 s: this is 
a consequence of some inappropriate choice for 11, but 
we had no experimental data to refine this value. 
Another effect is that the corresponding number of 
cycles is also lower than could be expected. Fig. 19 
shows the evolution of strain, and indicates eventually 
that the strain level of 10% is not reached during the 
test. This tentative calculation leads us to think that 
a determination of the coefficients for high-density 
polyethylene from the three steps test, may improve 
the results. 

The numerical analysis of the stress relaxation and 
recovery experiment does not settle m;w technical 
difficulties: it is only needed to substitute a strain 
decay to a strain increase. So we again considered the 
two previous sets of coefficients. In each case, the 
complete stress relaxation test is executed and con
tinued with the stress recovery experiment. 

With the first set of coefficients, we chose 
0.83 x 10-2 s-1 as the strain decay rate, cr1 = 
3.0 MPa and Licr 1 = 0.5 MP a. From Figs 20 and 21 

3 10 

Figure 20 First set of coefficients: stress relaxation and recovery. 

30 

� b 
20 

c: 
ro .... 
U5 

10 

3 10 

Time (103 s)

Figure 21 First set of coefficients: strain evolution during str:ess
relaxation and recovery. 
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Figure 22 Second set of coefficients: stress relaxation and recovery.
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100 
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200 

Figure 23 Second set of coefficients: strain evolution during stress
relaxation and recovery. 

we observe the occurrence of a unique cycle. With the 
second set of coefficients, we took 0.16 x 10 - 2 s-1 as
the strain decay rate, cr1 = 50.0 MPa and Acr1 = 
10.0 MPa. This time the number of cycles is more 
important and the stress stabilizes for a strain level 
close to 2% (Figs 22 and 23). Both calculations have to 
be handled carefully, as no experimental reference can 
be given, even for the number of cycles. 

Incidentally, it should be noted that each simulation 
approximately takes 1 h CPU on a Hewlett-Packard 
420 workstation. 

Finally, we may conclude from all these results that 
our modelling enables practical material testing and 
provides predictive and versatile information concern
ing the behaviour of the specimen. 

5. Three-dimensional cyclic experiment
Superiority of a finite-element software becomes 
evident when we try to analyse successive loading of 

p _Eo mm PE tube 

t 
250mm 

E 

E 

p 

Figure 24 The EAHP experiment. 

a real structure. The experiment presented as an 
example is currently being performed by Professor 
Pixa's team at the Ecole d'Application des Hauts 
Polymeres in Strasbourg. Let us consider a portion of 
a polyethylene pipe, about 250 mm long, 20 mm dia
meter and 2 mm thick. An extremity of the tube is kept 
fixed and closed. At the other end, a valve enables the 
admittance and evacuation of pressurized air. This 
valve electromechanically controls the opening of 
a fluid reserve bottle so that it is possible to impose on 
the polyethylene pipe any level of pressure within the 
range 0.4-20.0 MP a and to hold it as long as is neces
sary. A thin wire is wound round the specimen and is 
attached to an extensometer in order to record vari
ations of the diameter and hence deduce radial strain. 
One test begins by subjecting the tube to a pressure 
level p (reached in a few seconds) and holding it for 
1 minute, then emptying the tube and allowing recov
ery for 1 minute: the whole scheme is repeated ten 
times (Fig. 24). For the ith step A�:i denotes the ampli
tude between the maximal and minimal strain. The 
difference A�:10 - A�:2 is denoted A�:. When the test is 
repeated with increasing values of p, a A�: versus 
p curve is drawn. As expec�ed, the tube explodes dur
ing the experiment, and this event is announced by 
a strong change in slope of the previous curve. We 
simulated the whole test for a section of a tube in the 
approximation of plane strain. A quarter of the section 
was meshed with 60 rectangular elements. It is pos
sible to evaluate the radial strain evolution for some 
values of p (Fig. 25), and to try to predict the A�: versus 
real wall stress curve (Fig. 26). In the latter, some 
noticeable difference between experimental and 
simulated values are noted at the beginning, but the 
variation of slopes corresponds quite satisfactorily 
around p = 10.0 MPa. Furthermore, from other cal
culations, the coefficient of the model responsible for 
this effect seems to be the threshold cr�. The coeffi
cients used in this simulation are as follows (the tensile 
specimen is made from a different material): 
EP = 70.0 MPa, cr� = 7.05 MPa, r:t = 25.03 MPa,
Ev = 100.0 MPa, Tl = 4.0 GPas.
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Figure 25 The predicted strain evolution versus time for various 
levels of imposed pressure (1) 1.2 MPa, (2) 0.6 MPa, (3) 0.1 MPa. 

6. Conclusion 
Two dissipative mechanisms models are capable of 
predicting the non-linear viscoelastic behaviour of 
polyethylene. For medium-density polyethylene, we 
proved that our proposal associating a Maxwell 
mechanism and an elastoplastic one, was realistic, 
because the coefficients can be identified from a single 
three-step uniaxial test, and was practical because it is 
consistent with literature and enables finite-element 
simulation of real structures. It is then worthwhile to 
examine the influence of ageing or temperature to 
develop this approach, and to try to expand it to 
a wider set of materials. 
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